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IS NOW THE TIME TO MOVE TO VOIP?
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VOIP is now a main stream product. Businesses now have a very compelling reason to consider
moving in that direction. One major reason is CAPX. Many of the Hosted VOIP service providers
will include the equipment and phones to use their service making it very affordable. For new
installations there is no need for a hefty cash outlay for a traditional phone system.
There are hundreds of reasons to look to hosted VOIP but here are 5 top considerations.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Your current phone system dies and replacement will be in the thousands of $$$.
Remote workers that need to be visible as if they were in the office.
Multiple locations that are always calling each other (no charge to call)
Need for an always on service that never goes down. If your power goes out or weather
conditions change, from any internet connection you can easily forward and redirect calls
keeping you in business even though you may not make it to the office.
5. Companies on the move always growing and changing (hosted VOIP puts control in your
hands so adds moves changes and deletions are easily done through an administrative web
portal).
Cory Communications is a full service telecommunications and broadband provider. Our goal
is to make the selection, installation, and support of all your voice, internet and cloud services
run smoothly.
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